FOLLOWING

THE ARC:
I am holding a stone, letting it roll from
one hand to the other, feeling its round weight.
One hand is me and one hand is you, passing
the round weight of our inquiry bach and
forth, twenty years of words and movement
streaming bach and forth . Contemplating
where it begins. Where will it end?
-Paula
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hen we first met as students at
Bennington College in 1977,
we were each in the process of shifting our
focus to a more serious study of dance and
choreography. Both of us came from backgrounds steeped in sports, and we recognized
in each other a shared interest in movement,
images, language, sensory experience, and
something else, often suggested but rarely
articulated: mystery.
We graduated as dance majors and went
our separate ways to juggle jobs, follow various
dance pursuits and further study, create choreography, and find improvisation opportunities,
mostly in New York City and New England.
In 1985 we began a correspondence about our
relationship to movement and performance , which has con tinued until the present. The letters (handwritten, illustrated,
and collaged) seem to search for a language to express our
abiding curiosity about the internal experience of movement
and how that is perceived in a public context. Notes from
our earliest letters talk about movement memory; kinetic
thought; source; natural, necessary, or true movement; levels
of engagement; and the enduring question , here in its earliest
manifestation, "Is just feeling an experience, as a performer,
enough to communicate that feeling?" (Meg, 12/15/85)
The question of how to be in relationship to an internal
source of movement had surfaced years before our exposure
to Authentic Movement. For instance, in a 1978 journal
entry, Paula notes, ".. .these silent shadow movements reverberate
through my whole body. I am sitting in a kind of active stillness
and it seems I have glimpsed an underlying wellspring of movement, of where dance comes from. " As we follow the arc of
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our written exchange, there is a recurring interest in the
distinction between making movement happen and allowing
movement to come forth . We often wrote about our search
for structures that would encourage a more receptive
relationship to movement.
Our letters continued with a few long breaks for marriages,
births, study, practice, and more performance work. In 1998,
we resumed our exchange via email and occasional concentrated studio times together. By this time, we were both
familiar with Authentic Movement and found that it offered
a language and a practice that informed our questions in a
significant way. Paula had been meeting regularly with a
group in Providence, RI , and Meg had sporadic but intriguing
opportunities to practice the form with various groups. The
following excerpts from our correspondence cover some
of our thoughts , questions , and concerns about staying in
relationship to an internal source while enteri1lg the public
realm of performance.

4/11/99

11/8/98
p,,, ,,,

I've been thinking a lot about this relationship of the Authentic
Movement form and public presentation or performance. I'm
always reluctant to use the word "form" around my involvement
with Authentic Movement because I have so little group experience. My interest stems from a long-held practice of closing my
eyes and sinking into a deep sensorial absorption while moving.
This is for me the heart of the t-hing. It'.s what I continue to
come back to as a motivation. Yet some concerns arise about
public access and this '1orm. " I am so entranced by the activity
of closing eyes and tapping into a vast inner landscape, that I
can feel closed off from a viewer-that my involvement is selfabsorbed, without entry to anyone else. This makes me wonder
how a witness is different from a viewer.

11/15/98
I long to be moving toward something that I've known historically as "performance" yet have great resistance to. I do not want
to make dances or pieces or develop an audience or promote myself
or do any of that stuff that I associate with performance. I don't
even want to rehearse. I feel like I've been "rehearsing" in some
way for the past eight years of doing Authentic Movement. So
I'm ready to come out but with as much ambivalence as ever,
particularly in light of my lack of a context. This question of
context is, I think, directly related to your question about the
difference between a witness and a viewer.

1

Something I'm very interested in is your sense of interior/
exterior. What is the interplay of the internal world of Authentic
Movement and the room you and other movers inhabit? I
remember our last talk and what stayed prominent was your
telling of beginning by plcuing yourself in a room. Can you tell
me more?

4/12/99
When I put myself back into that conversation, I see you
sitting on the couch leaning forward a bit-going into movement
-your spine coming alive, and Ifeel the simple exhilaration of
watching you shift into inner awareness. I have been exploring
the experience of this "shift" with my friend Shelley Tanoibaum.
She has developed (out of her own experioice, independoit of
Authentic Movement) something she calls Intuitive Movement.
I mention it because of our focus on the nuances of what feels
like a shift in consciousness.
Like so much of what I am doing, "placing myself in the
room " comes from a desire to seek a context beyond my self
First, with eyes open, I am listening internally. Then I let myself
become aware of the room-the shape of it; the distance from
floor to ceiling; presence of light; doorways; sensing the space
behind me; the walls containing the space. Not that I have to
notice all of this, these are just aspects that may begin to create
some sort of an inner response or resonance. So I may get an
impulse to go to an area of the room, or be in relation to some
aspect of the room, or the process may just focus something inside
that self-generates. Sometimes the movement unfolds in a physical
way and sometimes its more subtle, and probably invisible, which
again makes me question what this has to do with performing!

11/23/98
p,,,.,,,

I want to jump back to the inner absorption so dominant in
Authentic Movement-I just love to do it. I always listen to such
an u,xe. Still wondering what exactly I'm doing in there or where
I've gone. Building bridges is a phrase I think of often. How to
drop to this intriguing level of absorption while maintaining some
rapport, some line of energy with a viewer. This is back to the
performance form . When I watch someone move deeply, as is
the case with Authentic Movement, I am also intrigued and
delighted that there is willingness to explore the mysterious,
intuitive journey.

12/11/98
l,l an

I love what you said about that level of absorption where
you're following some mysterious thread. I'm most at home
when I'm in that. Yet what you describe as building bridges
requires, for me, such a leap of faith. The challenge of staying
in clear relationship with my inner; intuitive life, while in public,
is ~ually quite daunting.

During this period we were also each collaborating with
visual artists and discovering that the introduction of materials
and objects into our movement practice grounded the work
and had a purposeful relationship to public performance.

11/15/98
This past summer, Diana ]cukson, of my Authentic Movement
peer group, and I began worJing together. She is a sculptor and
more re~ently a storyteller./ She brings an artists eye and an
incredible sensibility to materials. She arrives in the studio with
bags of big ropes and huge nets and cloth. A good sense of scale.
It is so liberating to move with the materials and discover the
ways both materials and myself come alive. We set the materials
up, making an environment, then take turns moving and witnessing. Sometimes we create "an arrangement· for each other. The
mover leaves the room while the witness sets up a "scene.· Its
always a surprise to return to the room, enter the movement,
and join the materials. Pro}ound to both do and watch.
►
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Meg Cottam in DRIFT, by Bill Botzow
and Meg Cottam, 2000.
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exactly is the Form? What aspects are transferable and
what are not? Is it necessary to create a different form to
accommodate the needs of performing in public? What is
required to make the experience "safe enough" for both
performer and viewer?
For over a year I have been reading, walking, and
moving with some of Walt Whitmans words, and sometimes using him as a witness. Amidst all the mothers of
Authentic Movement, I think of him as a father of Authentic
Movement, particularly in relationship to my questions
around Authentic Movement and performance. His words
speak intimately about consciousness, inhabiting a body,
seeing others, being seen, and being in relationship to earth
and nature. And also about expressing the experiences in a
public forum .

5/28/00
Context is a well-articul~ted intention in my work with Bill.
The material generated is responsive to the place, the people,
built objects, and movement activi.ties related to the site where
we are working. I've been thinking about how the source material
for Authentic Movement comes directly from the unconscious
and wondering about what happens when other things. like feel ings, work, site, intent, history, start to make their way into the
movement that comes forth . I allow a free criss-cross of these
influences without bothering much about consciously separating
.the sources. The result seems to be a free-association web. As
complex as this can be to sort through later, I really like the
layering of interior world and outer world.

6/1/00
I keep coming back to the importance of being in relationship
to ones own internal awareness. In Authentic Movement terms,
its about strengthening the inner witness. From this perspective,
one can then be in relation to a larger container, composed of
external elements like place, viewers, theme, and process leading
up to the performance, without losing contact with ones inner
experience.

When we began writing to each other, we were seeking to
understand the origin of an impulse to move. We wanted to
be receptive to a deeper source of movement and wondered
how a viewer might perceive this. This inquiry fed each of
our endeavors, carrying us into site-based performance, the
creation of movement scores, writing projects, and community
and theater events, all in an effort to test our ideas.
Our ongoing desire is to engage with and integrate internal
and external layers of experience in a way that can be shared
in a public context. Just what part of the unconscious engagement is appropriate for performance is a complex mix of
individual intent, the container offered by the context, and a
sense of adventure. Bringing this material to a public venue
remains the choice of each performer. Our dialogue continues
as we experiment with these provocative possibilities.
♦
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Content in Authentic Movement can, at times, feel so elusive
and inward. For me, the presence of the materials and objects
help to shape content and bring me out in a way that I associate
with perfonnance.

In the summer of 1999 , we were experimenting with Bill
Botzow, a visual artist, using improvisational structures that
included our interest in embodied movement, objects, and
the performer's relationship to the viewer. We discussed the
difference in moving experiences vis-a-vis the role and impact
of a witness. Meg remarked that only with a witness does
she go to the depths and places that she does while doing
Authentic Movement. She wondered about this and how it
is different from the sensory, intuitive-based moving she does
on her own or with Bill. Bill used the word ~agreement" to
describe the ·relationship between mover and witness.
We continued to talk about this "agreement" made
between witness and mover to receive unconscious or
emergent material. We recognized that in anything we do
there is always the presence of what we can't yet see (in
ourselves, in others, in the situation) , and we acknowledged
that the engagement of the unknown is a large part of the
attraction for us. By introducing Authentic Movement into
the dance or performance process, we invite the unconscious
to manifest. We were aware that Authentic Movement, on its
own, often has a different, more ritual-like look and feel than
improvised movement that doesn't draw on the mover and
witness relationship. During our studio time that summer,
we noted and continued to wonder about the difference .

7/31/99
Here~ what I wrote after witnessing your movement:
I see a woman whose body is a channel for energy and
expression of forces both specific to her own needs and in service
to a larger realm. I watch the rapid unfolding of emotional content
and energetic qualities. I see her total embrace of and immersion
in her experience.
This is something so ancient. The body inhabited by the
presence of information that comes from sources beyond our
· usual sense of space and time. I think of the Oracles who
embodied wisdom and information for the culture at large.
Female bodies attuned and empowered by the culture to dance,
sing, and speak as intennediaries between the people and their
god. As I witness, I see and feel all our years of working in the
body, of rolling on floors, on grass, among trees, on a springbox
of twigs, against walls, behind glass windows, etc. There is a
reason for developing sensitivities to the inner experience of
movement and stillness, gravity, texture, and breath. We live in
· two bodies--0ne is ordinary and habitual and the other is a subtle
body, or body as vessel. I need new language to fully articulate
the experience of this other body. What is the relationship of
this other sense of body (of being embodied) to performance?
Sticky questions on a hot day.

8/7/99
Encouragement. Its a movement of spirit that needs airi.ng
and witnessing. Before I became aware of Authentic Movement I
would often refer to the audience as the witnesses. It came from
the question of why perform work at all. I think I was feeling
the challenges of putting a public presentation together and
wondering who it was impacting. Who found it interesting?
What I realized was that the act of being witnessed in public
brought me afurther understanding of the work I was doing.
I often wonder what it might be like to have the stamina and
courage to be able to tap those places, such as you witnessed, on
demand. To "perform" an experience. I think that resonances of
those hinds of experiences carry over into other perfonnances, to
be witnessed and felt.

3/12/00
We are creating a hind of research, researching a kind of
creation. Exploring what can happen when one is engaged in
present time relationship to self. environment, others, and to
questions of life and living, including the past and future. We are
exploring the question of how this could be shared or performed.
If we're clear about whats going on-internally, externally,
and our intention and context-we have a foundation for expanding our discussion beyond individual personal process and into
the area of aesthetics and the creation of something of substance
to share with others.

For awhile, we tried to embody the correspondence by
agreeing to move together (Paula in Rhode lslaqd and Meg
in Vermont) at a specified time each week, then send our
notes via email.

5/19/00
As I ashed myself why I so love the sensori.al experience of
Authentic Movement, I came to some thoughts on intimacy. While
practicing Authentic Movement I feel a very intimate relatio~hip
with my body and consciousness content. Intimacies in public
are both intriguing and offensive. Pushing further; where is the
line of discretion in content and does it impair the fonn to exercise
discretion in perfonnance?

5/19/00
Your thoughts about intimacy and public view are very much
with me. A question that we frequently ash in Authentic Movement groups is, "What is required to make it safe enough for the
participants to go deeply into their own process while being
together in the group context?" This concern for safety is not
about avoiding ri.sh but rather about strengthening and maintaining the necessary trust and a viable form in which to meet. What
.,
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